NEWS-Colonel Don Edwards Returns Here Friday. Slip Stick Wins First
Place For Technical Mag.
GWC Glee Club Scheduled For Saturday And
Sunday.
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Harcombe Puts On Annual Big
Thanksgiving Feed; Campus And
Other Visitors Eat With Boys

Scabbard and Blade initiates are caught by the camera as they
salute Russel McRae, Scabbard and Blade captain, at the traditional tapping ceremony at retreat Friday afternoon. They are

Ralph Hoffman, G. S. Coble, Ed Brooks, Charlie Howard, C. F.
Higgins, Jimmie Mixon, Kurt Suthern, Charles Thebaud, and
Dick Morrow. Their informal initiation began Monday.

Scabbard & Blade Taps Nine Men
Clemson Sending
Representatives
To Columbia Meet

Zoo Glee Club
To Sing Here
Saturday Night

Dick Breeland, general science
'43 of Columbia, and Ken Cribb,
general science '43 of Spartanburg,
have been selected to represent
Clemson at a meeting of the University of South Carolina Junior
Caroliniana Society on December
1-2 in Columbia.
The University will be hosts for
the occasion. Topics for discussion will center around historical
documents and college libraries.

Also To Present
Vesper Program At
YMCA Sunday
The Women's College of
Furman University Glee Club will present a choral program to the cadet corps here Saturday
night,
it
was
announced
yesterday
by the officers of the Clemson Glee Club, who will sponsor the presentation. The YMCA
will also sponsor the group, as the
girls will have charge of conducting Vespers Sunday. The
group
consists of about twenty-six girls,
and the program they put on here
last year was one of the best received of the session.
The club will be heard in the
chapel at eight 6'clock Saturday
night. The entire program will be
free to the student body, and the
officers of the Glee Club expressed the hope that as many of the
cadets as possible will avail themselves of this opportunity to hear
a truly fine program.
Mrs. Arnold E. Purman is director of the glee club. While the presentation is primarily for the students, there will doubtless be ample room for campus folk, and any
visitors who care to attend either
the Saturday night program or the
Vespers Sunday are welcome.

Twenty Girls Are
Named By Cadets
In Beauty Contest
John Powers, of the well known
Powers Model Agency of New York,
will select seven pictures to be
placed in the Beauty Section of The
1943 Taps from twenty girls Who
were named by the ccrps last week,
J. C. Herring, editor of The Taps
said.
The Powers Model Agency furnishes models for all types of advertisements. John Powers is well
known as a model expert.
The twenty girls selected are
Joan Atkinson, Kitty Baldwin, Margaret Bostick, Joyce Buford, Billie
Burke, Frances Craig, Doris Fletcher, Henrietta Hampton, Carolyn
Hendricks, Winnie Hixson, Virginia
Jcnes, Berye Kerns, Barbara Lewis,
Gladys Lipscomb, Joy McHugh, Catherine Eve Nicholson, Dottie O'Neal, Cora Parkens, Doris Ruth
Schanzenbacher, and Kathleen
Wood.

Fish Invited To
Membership At
Formal Retreat
-Nine members of the senior class
were named to membership in
Scabbard and Blade, national honor military society, at a formal retreat ceremony last Friday.
The new members are Curtis A.
Suthern, chemistry of Taunton,
Mass., C. R. Higgins, mechanical
engineering of Easley, James R.
Morrow, general science of Greenville, C. R. Howard, textile chemistry of North Augusta, Ed Brooks,
mechanical engineering of Penns
Grove, N. J., George S. Coble,
chemical engineering of Bennettsville, Ralph Hoffman, vocational
agricultural education of Georgetown, James A. Mixon, agricultural
economics of McCormick, and
Charles C. Thebaud, general science
of Governors Island, N. Y.
An informal initiation of the
newly inducted members
began
Monday and will continue through
this week.

Prof. Lane Speaks
To Faculty Forum
Professor John Lane of the English Department spoke at the
Tuesday night meeting of The Forum Club. His subject was taken
from a student's diary and
depicted the inside barracks story of
Clemson immediately after World
War I.

Oshorne Be News
itor, Simons
Feature Editor
Begin Final Period
Of Training Before
Taking Full Charge
Major F. B. Farr, who
left
Clemson Sunday
morning for active duty
at Camp Wheeler, Ga.,
Maj. Farr made a very
colorful and memorableexit from his native campus as "Sam Fewbrains"
in the Junior Class
minstrel Friday and Saturday nights.

Lesesne To Marr
Greenville Girl

\
*

Lieut. C. B. Lesesne,
general
science '42, will be married to Miss
Foy Brown, cf Greenville, in the
Buncombe Street Methodist church
in Greenville today at five o'clock.
Lieut. Lesesne was president of
Blue Key, a member of Scabbard
and Blade, a member of Tiger
Brotherhood, co-editor of The Tiger,
a member of Gamma Alpha Mu,
and a regimental executive while
at Clemson.
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Captain P. J. Brown, industrial
education '36, will leave Clemson on December 1 and will take
up further duties at Camp
Croft. He will be replaced by
Lieutenant P. S. Lofton, agriculture '35, who is now stationed
at Fort McClellan, Ala.
Captain Brown came to Clemson two years ago as a second
lieutenant and since then has
held the position of assistant
PMS&T. He assumed the duties
of Adjutant on the Commandant's Staff at the beginning of
this semester.

E. L. B. Osborne, general science
'44. of Hardeeville, was- this week
named new* editor of The Tiger by
Editor Dick Breeland. H. M. Simons, agriculture '44, of Charleston,
was named feature editor.
^ Osborne and Simons, both
of Gervais Winner
whom have worked on the paper
for several semesters, are outstand- Of Scholarship
ing in campus extracurricular acJohn L. Gervais, electrical entivities.
'Sf»a
Osborne is a merfiber' of Tiger i gjneering '46, of John's Island, has
Brotherhood, president of the New- been announced as the winner of
man Club, a member of Pershing the Beta Sigma Chi scholarship,
Rifles, vice-president of the Calhoun Forensic society, and a mem- given annually to the winner of an
examination given by the members
ber of Strawberry Leaf.
Simons is a member of Tiger of the Charleston fraternity.
Brotherhood, a member of Phi Eta
The scholarship has been given
Sigma, Alpha Zeta, YMCA Cabinet, for a number of years to the high
vice-president of the junior class,
school senior, within a fifty mile
and an honor student.
The two juniors will be given radius of Charleston, who makes
an intensive period of training in the highest grade on a competitive
all phases of Tiger work, and will examination prepared by the faculbe allowed to have complete charge ty of the Clemson school of genof several issues of the newspaper eral science.
Funds for the scholarship are obbefore the end of the semester. Top
senior staff position for next year I tained from the proceeds of the anwill be filled after they have pub- [ nual Christmas dance sponsored by
lished at least two test issues I the organization at Ashley Park, in
j Charleston. The dance will be held
apiece.
Junior business staff positions : as usual this year, with music by
1 the Jungaleers, on December 30.
were not named.

Menu Includes
Turkey And Al!
The Trimmings

Johnsonian Wins
Newspaper Trophy;
Tiger Not Entered

Dinner Is Served To
2200 Hungry Cadets

The Slip Stick, official publication of the students of the school
of engineering, won first place in
the technical magazine class at the
annual convention of the South
Carolina Press Association held in
Ten Students Are
Newberry last week.
Named As Members
The
Johnsonian,
Winthrop's
weekly newspaper, was awarded
In Jr. "Y" Council
the Wilton Hall trophy for being
the best college newspaper in the
The Junior Y. M. C. A. Council state.
elected ten new members at a meetThe Tiger, winner of the Hall
ing Tuesday night. They are J. C. trophy for the past three years and
McLain, C. J. Hipp, J. W. Califf, permanent possessor, did not enter
this year.
R. H. Wiggins, T. E. Davis, W. S.
Hogue, E. H. Shirley, D. P. McLaurin, R. M. Montgomery and Last Year Graduate
Joe W. Davis.
At the council meeting next Marries Miss Hunter
Tuesday night, Professor B. E.
Lt. J. G. Young, general science
Goodale will be guest speaker. Also
at this meeting the council will '42, was married to Miss Florence
rewrite its constitution in order to Hunter of Grey Court Saturday
evening in Owings.
make it brief and comprehensive.
Lt. young's best man was Lt.
Through the medium of class
also
councils nearly 200 students are Claudius Bancroft Lesesne,
contacted and brought into Chris- general science '42. Usher-groomstian fellowship. The class councils men were W. W. Gardiner, R. L.
are large erifeu'gh to be fairly rep- Breeland, T. K. Cribb. J. R. Mcresentative of the school as a whole. Rae, all members of the senior
The purpose of these councils is class here, James Young, of the
to improve its members spiritually freshman class, and Jimmie Garand socially. Its purpose also is to ner, of The Citadel.
Lt. Young was a member of
render service to the college and
Blue Key, a member of Scabbard
community.
and Blade, a member of Tiger
Brotherhood, and a battalion commander while here.
First Slip Stick

Distributed To
Cadets Tuesday

Gov. Jefferies
Entertained In
Campus Homes

First issue of The Slip Stick, edited by Bill Parks, official publication of the students of the school
of engineering, was distributed to
the cadet corps Tuesday.
This issue included articles written by He"nry Jones, '44 of Spartanburg, Kenneth Sills, '43 of Maplewood, N. J., Richard Campbell,
'45 of Greenwood, Harold Cooler, i Governor and Mrs. R. M. Jef'43 of Kingstree, Henry Grimball, feries, guests on the carripus last
'44 of Johns Island, and Robert week-end, were entertained by Dr.
Wiggins, '44 of Rock Hill.
and Mrs. Poole and other faculty
members.
The President and Mrs. Poole gave
a dinner in honor of the governor
and his wife at their home Friday evening. Those in attendance
were Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Gosset,
of Chester, Rep. and Mrs. Winchester Smith, of Williston, and
Mr. and Mrs. John Todd, of Columbia. Mr. Todd is former athletic director of Erskine College.
Gov. and Mrs. Jefferies
were
honored at a breakfast given Saturday morning by Professor arid
Mrs. M. E. Bradley, and Dr. and
Mrs. D. W. Daniel gave a dinner in
their honor Saturday evening.

Osborne, Simons Named To
Fill Junior Tiger Staff Positions
Brown Transferred
To Camp Croft; Will
Leave On Dec. 1

First Place Won
By Slip Stick At
Press Convention

Calhoun Mansion
Hostess Dies
After Illness

Miss Ida Alexander Calhoun, 73,
for fifty years a resident Clemson,
died Saturday night, at the Oconee
county hospital.
Miss Calhoun, familarly known as
Miss Ida, had been the gracious
hostess of the Calhoun mansion
since it was restored and made a
shrine. Although impared by bad
health she had clung to this duty
with devotion.
Previously Miss Calhoun had been
postmaster at Clemson for many
years and in that capacity served
efficiently many generations of
Clemson students as well as people
of the community.
Miss Calhoun was born on the
Willingtcn plantation in Abbeville
County. She was a daughter of the
late John Francis and Rebekah
Noble Calhoun. She came to Clemson in 1892 when her father accepted a position with the college.
Her family decendents of the John
C. Calhoun family, lived many years
in the Calhoun mansion here.
Surviving her are two sisters, Mrs.
S. W. Evans of Clemson, and Mrs.
Rebekah C. Shiver of Charlotte, and
a brother, Patrick N. Calhoun, mechanical and electrical engineering
'96 of Savannah, Ga.
Funeral services were held in
the Fort Hill Presbyterian Church
Monday afternoon. Interment was
at the St. Paul Episcopal Cemetery
in Pendleton.

CAPT. J. D. HARCOMBE

o-To-Church Drive Continues
With Perfect Attendance As Go
Attendance Drops Off*
S,i9hHy Las, Week
^ |£ Qgjj
With an encouraging increase in
church attendance en the first Sunday of the "Go-To-Church" drive,
November la, and with a small drop
on last Sunday, the second week of
the ail-campus movement was
brought to a close.
The drive, headed by R, L. Breeland with the cooperation of the
campus ministers, is to obtain the
attendance of the entire ccrps at
church each Sunday. Last Sunday
morning, cards were distributed to
every room in barracks inviting the
cadets to bring their girl friends to
church. It is hoped that it will
become a tradition that on dance
week-ends, cadets will take their
dates to church on Sunday morning.
The Go-To-Church drive is supported by all religious groups on
the campus including the members
of the Religious Emphasis Committee.

Is Guest Of
Dixie Stores

Newman Club Hears
Talk By Dr. Ward

The Agricultural Economics '41
class, Principles of Marketing, was
the guest of the Dixie Home Food
Stores in Greenville last Wednesday. The section of students was
accompanied by Doctors W. T. Ferrier, M. J. Peterson, and J. B. Edmond.
The purpose of this trip was for
the class to see the workings 'of
chain store methods of warehousing and merchandising goods of
the Dixie Stores. A thorough inspection of the offices and warehouses was made, and methods of
storing staple and perishable goods
were explained.
The students and profesors were
later entertained with a turkey
dinner at Hotel Ottary and were
addressed by Mr. Ebert, president
of the Dixie Home Food Stores.
Among others present were J. R.
Williamson, and the manager of
The Southern Margarine Company,
Mr. Moss.
The students were also guests
at the Oleomargine Plant .md at
the Union Bleachery, where T. W.
Arrington explained the process
of manufacturing of cloth.

Dr. J. E. Ward, head of the Economics Department, was guest
speaker last night at a meeting of
the Newman Club, organization of
Catholic students. His subject was,
"Japan's Place In This War:"

PROF LANE SPEAKS
Professor John Lane of
the
English department, spoke during
chapel hour at the Clemson-Calhoun High School last Monday.
His subject was "Books."

Grad Promoted To
Rank Of Major
Pearsall L. Rogers, vocational
agricultural education '36, has recently received a promotion to the
rank of Major. He has been
assigned to duty with* the field artillery at Fort Meade, Md.
Prior to entering the service,
Major Rogers was superintendent
of education of Marion County.

Turkey and trimmings were the
order of the day as Captain J. D,
Harcombe, Clemson mess officer,
spread the annual Thanksgiving
feed in the mess hall last night.
Retreat formation was cancelled
and the supper hour pushed back
to seven o'clock to allow the kitchen
force time to complete arrangements for the banquet.
Invited guests of the college
present for the feed included Dr.
and Mrs. R. F. Poole, Col. and
Mrs. H. M. Pool, Chairman W. W
Bradley of the Board of Trustees
and Mrs. Bradley, Mr. and Mrs
Hamilton Hill, Mr. and Mrs. R. R.
Ritchie, Mr. and Mrs. Wilton E.
Hall and daughter, Mary Elizabeth,
and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Douthit.
Also Mr. and Mrs. Harold IV
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Morgan, is
and Mrs. E. P. Vandiver, Mr. a
Mrs. Donald E. Brown. Mr. 2
Mrs. J. Barton, Mr. Cliff I
and Mrs. L. Madden.
Also Mrs. J. C. Littlejohn and
Mary Katherine Littlejohn.
and Mrs. S. B. Earle, Dr. and Mrs.
Calhoun, Mr. Dave Watson, Mr. A.
M. Musser, Rev. and Mrs. C
and Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, Jr.
Centerpiece on each, table «
mound of grapes, oranges, a;
tangerines, pecans, and English
walnuts. Home made fruit cake,
cranberry sauce, sage dressing, and
celery and olives accompanier
traditional turkey and giblet ;
Parkerhouse rolls and buttei
candied yams rounded out
meal.
Ice cream for dessert adde
crowning touch.
Cadets carried food away in
steady stream, to be consum
hundreds of midnight feeds in barracks rooms. Bartering was brisk
as boys exchanged apples fo;
cans, tangerines for grapes.
Two thousand cadets struggled to
rebutton blouses let. out for the
meal, many without success.
Singing in the mess hall featured
Rogers' Rangers in their theme
melody,
"Drill, Ranger, Drill."
Cheers greeted Col. Rogers as he
recognized his unit.
Students and guests pronounced
the meal the "best Thanksgiving
dinner in Clemson history." Cheers
for Captain Harcombe came from
almost every table.

Grad Marries York
Girl Recently
Pickens N. Freeman,
Clemson,
graduate in '41, was wed to Miss
Ann Mitchell Clarkson, November
5, in York.
Miss Clarkson, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James S. H. Clarkson, is a graduate of Winthrop
College.
Freeman is with the United States
Army air forces, and is located at
Detroit, Mich.

Former Student Weds
Sirripsonville Girl
Fred S. Jackson, former Clemson student, was married to Miss
Lois Baldwin,
of
Simpsonville,
last Friday evening.
Miss Baldwin, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. D. H. Baldwin, is a graduate of Women's College of Furman University, and for several
years has taught' in the public
schools of South Carolina.
Mr. Jackson is from Landrum.

%vnd6.—
That's sabotage, that's what it is.
Lt. McMillan.
Frankly I'm discouraged.
—Hendricks
Don't let me be your brain.
—Gray
You're nice guys, but you're slow
as > Christmas.
—"Doc" Taylor
I'm getting old and weak.
—Clyburn
Pat Patton, torch singer featured with Herbeck's
orchestra, Herbeck, the maestro, and Bonner
Manly are caught by the camera during the

broadcast from the field house Saturday night.
The banners for station WAIM, Anderson, and
of CBS Network are shown in the foreground.

.... for the sons of dear old
Clemson must march in Japan.
—Farr
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session by students of Clemson College.
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** SHERIFF i PROVIDENCE
ACCORDING TO A LAW PASSED IN I790,
MUST ATTEND COMMENCEMENT PRECESSIONS AT BROWN A HIS PRESENCE WAS
NECESSARY TO PREVENT A GENERAL MELEE/
TODAY THE SHERIFF, ARRAYED IN FULL
EVENIN6 DRESS, WEARING A SWORD AND
BLUE SASH, ISTHE MOST DISTIN6UISHED
OOKING PERSON IN THE HIGHLY DECOROUS
■ ■ AND DIGNIFIED' PROCESSION ■ ■

Lieutenant Milton M. Berry, class
of 1940, has announced his engagement to Miss Dorothy Patricia
Bartles
of
Georgetown,
New
Guinea, South America, on December 5. While in college Berry was
a member of the boxing team all
four
years
and
was
captain
his senior year. He was also Boxing Champion of the Fourth Corps
Area, Fort McClellan; and runner - up in the Southern Conference in 1939.- His address is: Lt.
M. M. Berry, A P O No. 869, care
Postmaster, New York City.
Lieutenant F. H. H. Calhoun,
graduate in Civil Engineering in
1939, is now stationed in California.
His complete address is Lt. F. H. H.
Calhoun, Jr., 13th ArmD., 59th
Inf., Camp Beale, California.
Lieutenant William B. McConnell, Dairying '35, is now stationed
at Camp White, Oregon. His address is Lt. W. B. McConnell, Co.
T, 361st Inf., Camp White, Oregon.
Lieutenant Don B. Wentzel, General Science '41, is abroad. His
address is Lt. D. B. Wentzel, 3rd
Bn. Hq. Co., 39th Inf., APO No.
887, care of Postmaster, New York
FAMOUS NEGRO SIW6ER AND ACTOR..
City.
WAS A FOUR-LETTER ATHLETE AT
Lieutenant Walker K. Lewis, Jr.,
RUTGERS UNIVERSITY--WAS SELECTED
Textile Chemistry '37, is now at
BY WALTER CAMP AS AN ALL-AMERICAN
Fort Bragg, N. C. His address is
END. HE GRADUATED WITH HIGH
Lt. Walker K. Lewis, Jr., 2nd ArmD
HONORS AND'MADE' PHI BETA KAPPA'
Division, APO 252, Fort Bragg, N.
C.
Mr. Holtzendorff and the Y. M.
C. A., who are sponsoring the sending of Tigers and address lists to
^»********************************»»**t»*^*********************\ Clemson men in service, are planning to post copies of letters from
Clemson men on a bulletin board
in the Y. M. C. A.
Death of Harry T. Poe, Textile Engineering, '02, passed away
in Greenville last Saturday. He
always maintained an active in5terest in Clemson and its affairs.
He was a member of Board of Directors of Clemson Alumni Corporation at time of his death. His
son, William Nelson Poe, graduate
of the class of 1942, is now in service, stationed at Camp Buckner,
N C. A delegation from the colSeveral weeks ago this newspaper, along with other lege composed of Dr. R. F. Poole,
outstanding student organizations on the campus, sponsored Dr. D. W. Daniel, Mr. J. H. Wooda drive to eliminate the rough stuff from the initiations ward and Mr, Hoke Sloan attended the funeral.
of Clemson organizations.
Daniel Sosa,
former
Puerto
We thought that the program had the endorsement Rican student, who left Clemson
of the school's leaders, because Blue Key and Tiger during the first semester last year,
now' a second lieutenant in
Brotherhood, the membership of which includes most of is
Uncle Sam's forces in the Virgin
the schools leaders, both backed the drive.
Islands. At the time he left ClemWe noted with disappointment that the dairy club, the son he was a member of the junior
animal husbandry club, the Minarets, Iota Lambda Sig- class, majoring in Civil Engineerma, and others refused to cooperate with the leaders in ing.

—oscar
—that Buchanan and his date
—tnat all the S. & B boys aredon't need their names in print,
this week cause Capt. LeRoy check- out scooting around now for sponBy JUDSON CHAPIN
Military Ball.
ed on them close enough as it was. sors for the—oscar
says—
Member
—oscar says—
MPDES1HTEP fO« NATIONAL ADVERTISING «V
It is with the greatest regret
—that ne (Oscar) didn't appre—that
last
week-end
was
really
fcssocioleci Golle&iate Press National Advertising Service, Inc.
that this week I depart from my
one large weeK-end and he (Oscar) ciate the fact that Furman paintCollege Publishers Representative
ed up our new stadium a little bit.
usual line of nonsensical drivel to
Distribute* of
ain't heard nobody complaining.
420 MADISON AVS,
New YORK. N. Y.
—oscar says—
—oscar says—
bring up an unpleasant subject.
CHICAGO * BOITOH • LOfi AlfCliM * S*K PtANCIfCO
—that he's convinced
that he
—that is 'cept those unfortunate
For weeks I have been watching
cadets whose dates turned cut to mu-t have been misinformed as to
the
negotiations
between the
Hance's W. O. status, 'cause he
be snakes.
had that cute little Zoo gal on
Eichard L. Breeland
Editor "goodwill" factions of Clemson and
—oscar says—
—that Coble aiit dons any the Clemson side at the game last
T. Kenneth Cribb
Co-Editor Furman University and was muchsnaKing this week-end cause, that Saturday.
ly pleased with the results. Al—oscar says—
.
"Zoo" gal is making he (Coble)
—that he
understands
that
J. Bonner Manly
Managing-Editor though I have never before exeat plenty dirt without that.
Lucky Strike Green will be used
—oscar says—
Robert B. Moise
Sports Editor pressed any opinions, I have al—that the moon Friday night to camouflage the hole in front of
ways
maintained
that
the
hostile
Judaon F. Chapin
Feature Editor
was enough to make any wolf want Montague Hall at Furman which
R. G. Hufford
Staff Photographer feelings between the two instituwas to be used for the burial of
to nowl.
tions was strictly on the juvenile
—oscar snys—
the Clemson Tiger after the Fur—that he (.Oscar) did his share, man victory (?).
side. Goodnatured booing and subCarl R. Duncan
Business Manager
too
—oscar says—
tle wisecracks are fun, but surely
—oscar says—
—that he sho' ain't disappointed
fisticuffs and resultant
bodily
—that the expression on Tup- that the burial didn't take place.
Stjles Stribling
-Radio Editor harm are a distinct sign of a lack
per'c face was something to beB. A. Chestochowski
Associate Sports Editor of intelligence. Last year my
hold when he (Tupper) iound out
—oscar wishes—
—that the next time there is a
that som Rat had entered Sue's
E. D. Lang
•
Associate Sports Editor roommate engaged unwillingly in
picture in the Taps leauty con- roster for boys attending dances to
the fracas at the Carolina-Furman
sign upon their arrival at the
test.
game, and during the course of the
dance that it would be made known
—oscar says—
battle was felled by a trombone
—that George says he made twice to the corps through an announceScabbard and Blade, generally recognized as being one case and was forced to retire from
as much as the C. D. A. last week- ment in the mess hall or over the
of the top honor fraternities on the campus, has failed the field feet first. The least the
end.
barracks speaker system. There
who put the indian sign
—oscar says—
are quite a few boys in hot water
to subscribe to the student-backed drive to eliminate rough individual
on my old lady could have done
—that he (Oscar) don't doubt it now—not because they were too
initiation practices.
would have been to remove the
a damn bit.
careless to think of signing on at
—oscar says—
Scabbard and Blade members are now carrying on trombone from its case before emthe dance, but because they knew
—that our boys really played a nothing about it. True, ignorance
the vicious and unpleasant type of initiation so. recently ploying it. Surely chivalry on the
good game Saturday and more is no excuse, but thirty days room
of battle is not that dead.
outlawed in Blue Key, Tiger Brotherhood, Phi Psi, Alpha held
power to 'em this week-end.
But all this is purely extraneous
arrest is an awful penalty to imChi Sigma, and other leading honor organizations.
—oscar says—
comment. The point is that noth—that with the exception
of pose on enyone because he didn't
Scabbard and Blade is, instead, continuing practices ing like that happened this year.
to sign on.
losing a *ew hats th# platoon did know he had
Here's hoping that the old type of
—oscar wishes—
that are now popular only with minor clubs.
fine.
"kill-'em-when-you-catch-'em"
ri—that
cadets
would take time to
Scabbard and Blade has taken a course diametrically valry is a thing of the past.
•—oscar says—■
check their laundry before send—that
its
mighty
rough
to
meet
opposite to that of the majority of major fraternities in DUMBO
ing it down. This would save the
classes after a big week-end.
laundry workers a lot of work and
the first drive intended to include all fraternities.
I have it from a most reliable
—oscar says—
Members of Scabbard and Blade are all members of source that down at the Citadel
—that he (Oscar) is really look- time, and would aid in getting the
sooner.
have a cadet who is so dumb
ing forward to Winthrop's formal laundry back
other organizations that have voted to eliminate rough they
—oscar wishes—
that despite untold hours of indance.
—that something could be done
initiations. Unless they were absent from scheduled meet- struction and drilling he still does
—oscar says—
ings, they have all voted in at least one instance to stop not know which is' his right foot
—that after the Saturday raght about some place to eat on the
and which is his left. In desperadance he (Oscar) kinda
thinks campus on big week-ends like last
the absurdity.
week-end. Not only were the two
tion the authorities have imprinted
that
Va.
Ann
is
losing
her
power,
We cannot understand their reversal now.
cafes unable to accommodate the
the big letters L and R on the tops
—oscar says—
Scabbard and Blade is to be censured for its failure of his left and right feet respect—that he (Oscar) was all for crowd, they were also reluctant
1st Sgt. Holley until he (Hoiley) about doing so. Their air was one
to cooperate in an all-campus movement that is admittedly ively.
stepped back into that ole Spartan- of "I know you've got to eat and
Wouldn't
surprise
me
if
even
that
for the betterment of Clemson.
I know that you've got to eat here
burg draft again.
failed. Perhaps he does not know
so take the service and the food
—oscar says—
the alphabet.
—that Holley was kinda stepping or leave it. There are plenty more
SLUG FEST
customers waiting to get in when
on Fen's toes, too.
The. dance last Saturday was
It's high time something was done about the food sit- murder.
—oscar says—
you leave".
Never have I seen any—that
Renken
and
date
were
in
—oscar wishes—
uation down town.
thing like it. Six hundred highly
—that more of the alumni could
rare
form.
Main reason for dissatisfaction is the belief, and it spirited boys and girls were jammed
—oscar says—
have been here Saturday, but he
seems to have foundation, that both of the local hash houses into the field house. It was sur- the movement. We understood, however, the possibility CLEMSON GRAD
—that he (Oscar) thinks S. & (Oscar) knows that they have
of the fittest. It was prac- that Blue: ..Key men or Tiger Brotherhood men could not
Captain Calhoun N. Hinton, chem- B. did a mighty fine job in pick- more important things to do, mainare under the control of the same man. Managers of both vival
tically an impossibility to find
istry, '34, said in a V-Mail letter ing their new men.
ly to lick those Japs and Nazis.
cafes deny that the report is true, but evidence points con- one's date after surrendering her exert enough influence in those particular clubs to elimi- to
a Greenville man that "letters
nate
the
rough
initiations.
to some other, for she was immevincingly in that direction.
the men in service are the greatBut this week Scabbard and Blade, the highest rank- to
It is an accepted fact that wholesale food prices have diately swept away by the rushing
est morale builders that this counof humanity. Crossing 42nd ing military organization on the campus, began its initia- try can have." He said that all
risen. There' is room for conjecture, however, as to wheth- tide
street against a light and in the
er or not they have risen as much as menu prices in the path of hundreds of taxicabs would tion, and : we noted—this time with amazement—that efforts were put forth by the postal service to assure rapid delivery
be safer than dodging the flying these men, every one of whom is a member of one or both of letters.
local eateries indicate.
F. ,X. WALLACE
ADD CO. STORE
The cadets believe that they are being victimized by jitterbugs who suddenly loomed in the Blue Key and Tiger Brotherhood, had elected to con- Said Captain Hinton, "You knew By
T'would appear that the co. store
RUMOR CLINIC:
your
path.
A
dressing
station
will
tinue
with
the
traditional
rough
initiation.
the Army and the Postoffice Dean unscrupulous monopoly. If such a monopoly exists, soon be needed to provide for the
operators
throughout
barracks
Rumor;
That
all
trie
profs
over
That we cannot understand,
partment really do believe in the
and The Tiger believes that it does, then there is plenty of casualties.
aren't particularly enthused over
men getting their mail. It is one in the Ag building have been last week's column. As a matter
for and
The
old
arguments
room for the gripe.
CONDOLENCES
the rough initiations can But still no picture. Sue didn't have of the most important morale fac- given notice to look for other jobs of fact, a couple of them are very
An impartial comparison of local food prices and We really feel sorry for the Fur- against
tors; some say it rates above food. because in Fe'oruary the Ag school indignant over it and have told us
be rehashed. The defenders of the a decent one.
the only
You'know a homesick soldier won't will discontinue, and
quantity with those in other localities shows that the man kiddies that they did not have system will tell you that unless
so. Well, it matters little to us
courses that will De taught here
quantity of food received at Clemson restaurants is con- their expected funeral last Satur- the old members unmercifully, beat The other day Jim walked into eat cr sleep, much less fight.
what anyone thinks about the stuff
day night. They had the grave all the new initiates, that nobody will the Tiger Brotherhood guest room
He explained that much to the after that date will be the several we write. We write what we think
siderably less than that received in comparable places in dug and all they lacked was the
engineerings,
chemistry,
and
physurprise
of
the
"boys
coming
over,"
appreciate the club, that nobody to vote for the five best looking
is best and let it go at that
On
other cities. In many cases, the prices are entirely out of Tiger. Said the Furman Hornet- will
realize the honor that is be- girls entered in the Taps Beauty the postal service overseas handles, sics.
the other hand, many more people
Quote-When
these
(the
remains)
in
addition
to
mail
coming
and
goproportion to standard prices elsewhere.
Facts: This rumor has leaped have complimented us on the co.
ing bestowed upon the initiate,
ing, the sale of stamps, envelopes, around by bounds during the past
Without competition, (assuming that no real compe- have been procured, funeral serv- and that the initiate himself will Contest.
store article last week than have
ices will be held in front of Monmoney
crders,
cablegrams
and
tition exists), there can be no permanent solution to the tague hall, and another grave will have no opportunity to meet the He had no particular interest, telegrams, and all domestic ser- few days and was started by vir- criticized it. So as per promise,
tue of the fact that one of the we'll give you some more dope on
since he had not been able to enproblem. Efforts are now under way to reopen the YMCA be added to our cemetery (Citadel members of the organization.
vices with the exception of C. O. D. profs over in the Ag building told the situation.
There
may
be
some
truth
to
ter
Sue's
picture.
Hinton was promoted to the rank one of his pupils in an informal
Tea Room under a new management to take care of this and Carolina). How sad it will be some of the arguments.
At the present time one of the
Jim walked around the room, of Captain in October. He has chat that he had received such a
the "flatheads" to see this
factor. While the Tea Room will not be able to do the for
Certainly
there
is
very
little.
organizations in school has undersight, but what else can you expect
been on active duty since October, notice
and
his
eyes
popped.
Actually,
the
profs
over
volume of business necessary to effect sweeping reforms when the mighty Purple Hurricane Most of them are childish arid siltaken a movement to cut co. stores
There, on the wall between a 1941, having graduated . from the in the Ag building have been askon downtown food merchants, it will at least provide food breezed over—unquote.
ly.
infantry school, served as battalion ed what they would do if the Ag out altogether. We haven't perlovely
blonde
and
a
mean-looking
At any rate, none of the advanmission to give out any details
adjutant at Fort McClellan, Ala.,
for a limited number of cadets at reasonable prices, and if Sad it was for the Furman folk tages
There as yet, so we'll have to let-.it go at
gained in a rough initiation- brunette, was lovely, loveable, lov- and then served at Fort Bragg, N. school did discontinue.
when
the
Purple
Hurricane
assumwas nothing definite in the ques- that.
students back it to the limit, it may produce the desired ed an ashen complexion and blew granting that there are some, can ed Sue.
Dr. Aull squelched
this
A freshman, it seems, had got- C, and Fort Dix, N. J., befcre go- tion
result.
a valve. We suggest that they compensate for one accident like ten Jim's girl, and Sue's picture. ing overseas July 1.
The fact remains that the prirumor yesterday when he read to
The Tiger is not crusading against personalities, but it jump into the graves themselves the one that cost a student several
ces charged by co. stores are too
one
of
his
classes
the
Economic
considers it a duty to do all,in its power to correct con- and pull the terra firma in after of his teeth last year.
department's reply to the ques- high, and as a result the cadets
We can never justify that type
It is best that supports be
tion and then went on to fully ex- are gyped. How to get these prices
ditions operating to the detriment of the corps. If, as we them.
placed up against dear old Mon- of initiation at Clemson.
plain it
The above rumor had lowered is a problem. We offerbelieve, unfair practices are being engaged in with regard tague hall, lest she crumble with And as long as there is any rough
even
reached
the profs in the En- ed one solution, but the store opto retail foods, then it is up to the cadets to put a stop to shame But wli&t can you expect initiation, no matter what the degineering
school,
and when we hap- erators don't seem to think much,
And they aren't to be
it. The hands of the administration are tied. They have when a lot of hot air breezes over? gree, there will be the likelihood
pened to mention it in class the of it
of
another
such
accident.
no control over Clemson business houses unless they vioother day, the prof said that he blamed either since the following
BY
CLEMSON'S
MEN
IN
THE
SERVICES
For this and other reasons,
had heard the same, rumor and of that suggestion would result in
late peace ordinances.
Tiger Brotherhood and Blue Key
not from one of the cadets either. a lot of initial work for them.
ear
Mr
Holtzy:
]
tor
your
bulletin
and
THE
TIGER,
But by staying away in gangs from places that don't
passed overwhelmingly motions to
So the whole thing presents
Rumor: That everyone will get
Several copies of THE TIGER I would certainly feel out of touch,
eliminate the rough initiations.
If anyone has
give you a nickel's worth for a dime, cadets can decide
came a few days ago after having
Before leaving Madison the^ boys out today for a Thanksgiving hol- quite a problem
Yet this week Scabbard
and
in my squadron gave me a beauti- iday and won't have to come back any suggestions on how to lower
the issue quite effectively.
been
forwarded
all
over
the
coun
Blade, which included, before the
the prices, we'd like to hear them
In short, we're suggesting a vigorous boycott of
It
is sometimes ful piece of initialed luggage. There until Sunday nigrit.
initiation, seven Blue Key' men try almost.
We'll let the matter rest until
were
a
lot
of
fine
fellows
there.
Facts:
You're
here
today,
aren't
downtown eating places, to be continued until food imand seven Tiger Brotherhood men, strange how wonderful the postal
some later date.
Give
my
best
regards
to
Hoby
you
From
all
reports,
someone
has lent the prestige of its influ- service is. One's , mail always when you write and to Tilly and just sat down and thought this
proves in quality and quantity.
ence to the fight against the drive comes through, even though a few all at the "Y".
As long as the "you have to eat here, so you'll eat
one up. As a matter of fact it POME
months late.
Here's one that appeared in H. I.
for more formal initiations.
has gotten around to the point
what I give you and pay what I ask" attitude exists on
O-C W. B. Wade,
Quite a number of Clemson men
Why. we do not know.
where it is humorous
At the Phillips' column the other day
Eq. 34, Gp F
are
here
and
it's
interesting
to
the part of our cafe operators, then we'll continue to be Dear Tom:—
We are forced, however, to voice
AAF CCS Miami Beach, Fla, last hearing it was told in this and we thought it was quite apPerhaps you will be interested strong disapproval, for we feel that gather around in a "bull session"
overcharged and underfed.
fashion: "The janitor on my hall propriate.
whenever
time
permits.
Everyrightfully thing is in fast speed here, howWe don't believe that Clemson men will stand for it. to know that the following grad- Scabbard and Blade,
MISSING
has a wife whose brother's wife
Dear
Mr
Holtzy,
uates are stationed south of the among the top-flight honor sociehas a cousin whose sister-in-law Out is the best terrific
ever,
and
it
isn't
very
often
that
"Your
newsy
letter
is
good
for
equator "on a beautiful tropical ties in this school, has not coopeGone is the punkeroo
such a round up can be accomp- these sore eyes of mine. I am has an aunt that takes in Dr.
island."
rated in a campaign
generally
Whose constant yammer-yammer
Gator Is Gone —
Poole's
secretary's
laundry,
and
a
,
sorry
about
not
seeing
you
are Lt. Walter Cox '39, L. accepted as a first line improve- lished.
Was "What's our navy do?"
When Major F. B. Farr, "Gator" to thousands of E. They
It has been interesting to read before going to Oklahoma; it memo to the effect that we get
McAlpine '39, Jimmy Little '40, ment in Clemson and Clemson's
about
the
list
of
names
and
adClemson boys, left the campus Sunday for active duty Bob Murphy '36, J. O. Casey '35, tradition.
would have been swell having out tomorrow was found in the
of various Clemson men you ride out with me. I saw Harry laundry. Now, I'm passing it on He's kayoed, sunk, torpedoed,
at Camp Wheeler, the -good wishes of more than two Frank Hinnant '41, John Brails- We have talked to at least one dresses
So wind him in a sheet:
in the services. Wherever I have Hefl'ner in Hot Springs—lie is get- to you first hand."
ford
'39,
L.
E.
Creel
'41,
T.
B.
Scabbard and Blade man who will been I have found them in all
thousand cadets went with him.
Thass all the rumors for this The guy who squawked so darkly,
ting
along
well
and
still
has
his
'40, and Kirby, '41.
"Say, where the hell's our fleet?"
back a motion to eliminate the branches of the service.
"Gator" was almost a Clemson tradition. He didn't Hawkins
week.
lady killer looks and ways.
Lt. Walter Cox can be reached
I will do my best to send a card
stay here long, but everybody knew him. He was a man's by writing him at Co. F, 2nd Bn. rough initiations later this year.
The last I heard at Ben McWe have talked to another who will
man, and. the boys liked him.
147th Inf., APO No. 37, care of PM, favor it. We know there must be from my next station within a few Leod was in Miami with Pan-Amdays
after
I
arrive.
erican Airways. I understand BenHe meant a lot to Clemson, too. While he was a stu- San Francisco, Calif.
more.
Lt. W. B. (Bill) McConnell,
Sincerely,
ton is trying to get in the air corps.
We hope that Scabbard
and
dent here he organized our Senior Platoon, one of ClemCo.
F,
361st
Inf.
P. B. H.
Thank you again for writing and
blade will, before its next initiaCamp White, Oregon.
son's best advertisements. He was willing to work at anyremembering me and .give my best
tion,
fall
in
line
with
the
other
thing that the boys were interested in, and he always made Dear Tom:
the Y.group."
honor societies, because we firmly
Mr. Holtzy.
it a success. The Junior Class Minstrel, which he wrote A few days ago Lieut. C. M. Wat- believe that its present attitude "Dear
Lt, F, H. H. Calhoun, Jr.,
We
thought
the
"Y"
might
be
son, who is also stationed in India,
13th Ar. Div. 59th Inf.
and directed shortly before leaving, is an example.
toward the drive will detract from able to use the enclosed check.
passed a Clemson "Y" News letter
Camp Beale, Calif.
And no Clemson man can forget his portraal of the on to me, which I read with much both its influence and its prestige Both of us enjoy THE TIGERS and
minister who conducted funeral services for the Game- interest. Any news from Clemson with leading student groups and the issues with names and adwith the administration.
Daniel M. Pearce, Jr., who redresses, in fact any news about
is always good news.
cock at the Carolina pep meeting. That was a classic.
cently was graduated from HarSTORY OF THE WEEK
Clemson.
Here's the closing stanza from "Ode To The Windbag", One is left with a feeling of seWe were both at Blue Ridge the vard university with a degree in
This column usually leaves this
curity after reading such a long
which Major Farr read to the Minstrel:
list of Clemson men who are now sort of thing to Chapin or Wallace, first week in July last summer mechanical engineering, paid part
"I hate to leave old Clemson,
serving in every branch of the U. but this story is too good to give and were disappointed when we of his tuition by performing as a
found that you could not get up clown at private parties.
S. armed forces throughout the away.
It's the best school in the land,
Jim Tupper, a foggy senior archi- with some of your group.
world.
But the sons of old Clemson
We realize that with the addiErnst Krenek, noted Czech comI am always interested in receiv- tect from Charleston and one of
Must march in Japan!"
ing information about Clemson our best friends, has been dating tional work and your lack of help poser of the opera, "Johnny Spielt
And we'll bet our bottom dollar that he'll be there, too. and Clemson men, I can be reach- a young lady, whom we shall call you are even busier than you were Auf," has been appointed professor of music at Hamline univerlike before.
ed at the address below. I have Sue Smith, for something
Remember us to Hoby, Mary Lou sity, St Paul, Minnesota.
met five or six Clemson men who three years.
and other friends there.
Jim was doing right well, too.
are stationed in India or China,
Lt. and Mrs. A. C. Payne.
When Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt
About a year ago, he decided he
Six seniors will play their final game for Clemson when and I am sure that there are othrecently
received a doctor of laws
would
like
to
have
Sue's
picture.
ers.
the Tigers clash with Auburn Saturday.
degree from Washington College,
But Sue didn't have a good pic- "Dear Mr. Holtzy:
Sincerely,
Claude Rothell, John Cagle, Johnny Sweatte, Marion
Several days ago while marching Cheesetertown, Md., it was the
Captain Francis N. Culler, "26 ture of herself, she told Jim, so
in formation I saw Jimmy Lever. first time the college ever had
Craig, Harold Pierce, and Charlie Wright will handle the
she was going to have one made.
Hq. Base Sec, No. 1, S. O. S.
Occasionally news of Clemson awarded an honorary degree to
Months passed and no picture.
A. P. O. 886
pigskin for the last time under Clemson jerseys.
Jim, a patient man, got impatient. drifts in to me, but if it were not a woman.
New York, N. Y.
We'll miss 'em next year.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the postoffice, Clemson, S. C.
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Tigers Grind Out 12-7 Win Over Purplee H urncane
Snatch Game In
Final Quarter;
Drill For Auburn
Auburn Favored Due
To Upset Victory
Over Georgia Dogs

/

• • *

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

Grid Playoffs To Begin Soon
Senior Gridsters-

K-t, Unbeaten,
Untied, Leads
n Tournament

Saturday was Clemson's day. The very fact that the
Tigers had virtually to snatch victory from the jaws of
Clemson claimed the State footdefeat made it all the sweeter. The boys in orange scored ball championship Saturday by
their first touchdown in just eight plays after gaining pos- delating a scrappy Furman team
session of the ball, and the scoreboard showed only five 12 to 7 in a thrilling Clemson home
game. It was a close game
minutes gone from the first quarter as Butch Butler dove coming
from beginning to end as both
across the goal line.
teams fought for the winning points
Minor Sports Are
Furman, on a beautiful pass from Dewey Proctor to that meant the state title. This was
Gaining Headway
Paul Sizemore, evened the count in the first minute of the Clemson sixth successive victory
final period, then edged ahead on the strength of Hamer's over the Hurricane since 1936.
By JOE McDONOUGH
. The Tigers took the lead early
conversion, 7-6. It was the first aerial that Proctor had in
Company K-l, under the leaderthe first quarter with one of
ship of A & R Officer, Russell
heaved and found Sizemore open in the end zone.
the most spectacular touchdown
Weingartner ME 43' of PhiladelThe Bengals came to life with the Purple score
drives staged by them this year.
phia, Pennsylvania, is surging on
Taking
the
ball
in
their
own
terand hit with unprecedented vigor to force their own
top of the Intramural Tournaritory, "Butch" Butler and "Hawk"
breaks as the game was drawing to a close. Proctor,
ment, undefeated and untied. K-l's
Craig ploughed through the Furline averages about 195 lbs., which
who lived hard all afternoon, was hit so hard that he
manites for long gains and four
clears a path for it's speedy backsuccessive first downs to place the
lost the ball, and big Bully Cagle recovered on Furfield to score on it's almost helpball on the one yard line from
man's 20 yard line from where the Clemsons scored in
less opponents. The K-l team
where Butler crashed it over.
slowly built up it's lead in the
six plays.
Sweate's try for the extra point
Tournament, and then snatched
We were all satisfied.
was no good. This concluded the
top place from a hard fighting 3>2
scoring until the fourth quarter
BLOW YE WINDS, HEIGHO
by a score of 6-0.
We heard before the game that the odds were all in when Furman, capitalizing on a
Plans are being completed for
recovered fumble in Clemson terFurman's favor. We read in the Greenville papers that it ritory, completed a pass from
the final playoff of the Intra-mural
Football Tournament, scheduled to
was to be the Hurricane's day to blow. The Hurricane did Proctor to Sizemore in the end
begin on December 1. The plans
blow, and so did the hostile scribes. They blew and blew, zone. The extra point was good.
call for a Consolation Tournament
Furman's lead was short spent,
but the Tigers walked off the field with the bacon. And
for those teams which are eliminathough,
as
just
a
little
later
Clemfurthermore, we hope that a great deal of money- changed son covered a fumble in Furman
ted in the early part of the contest.
hands. We only wish we had been able to get more sucker territory and drove 19 yards for
the final score. A pass from Byers
bets.
STANDINGS
to Clark put the ball across.
TIGERS AGAIN STATE CHAMPS
The standings of the company
Playing his first game as regular
teams are as follows:
We'd like to pat the team on their broad backs, not
fullback Craig was the spear head
Won
Lost
Tied
individually, but as a team. You played the game as a
of the Tiger attack and was leadK-l
7
0
0
man, and each Tiger that played deserves as much
ing ground gainer for the day with
E-l
6
2
0
40 net yards in 15 trips with the
L-2
8
1
1
credit as the other.
First
Exhibition
ball. Butler and Franklin kept the
A-2
1
0
7
JUST ONE MORE TO GO
opponents guessing as they swept
G-l
7
1
1
Of Fencing Club
The miracle has happened, and Auburn performed it. the ends for long gains but never
H-2
6
1
0
Georgia has a "Dream Team", but the Plainsmen hit were &:le to do much when they
Be Held Next Week K-2
6
2
0
harder and faster than the Bulldogs and took them. Clem- were close to the goal. From his
5
F-l
3
0
blocking
position
Claude
Rothell
MINOR
SPORTS
E-2
5
40
son will have a tough time handling the high-riding Au- lead the Clemson blocking and was
The first exhibition match of the C-l
4
1
5
burns, but it can be done. Don't forget that; it can be responsible for much of the Tiger's:
L-l
4
4
0
Clemson
Fencing
Club
will
be
presuccess on both offense and dedone.
.
0
4
4
D-2
sented
on
December
3rd.,
at
7:00
p.
4
2
Both teams will be trying to end their seasons with a fense.
1-2
4
m„
in
the
College
Chapel,
"Easy"
Furman's highly rated Dewey
4
2
C-2
3
flourish, and each will be a tough hurdle to make. Auburn
Proctor was able to do very little
Smoyver, Civil Engineering '44, of F-2
0
3
5
has one of the best backs in the nation in Monk Gafford. against the strong Clemson line
1
5
3
Brooklyn, N. Y. announced today. B-2
Without Gafford the Plainsmen would be a mediocre ball and was sixth in net yards gained.
2
3
3
The exhibition will consist of five A-l
2
4
0
team. He is the spark that has set them off on several He stopped many a Clemson play
matches, which promise to give ev- M-2
2
4
2
ery Cadet who attends a glimpse of 1-1
notable occasions, so look to the Monk as our greatest though and was a threat to the
victors all afternoon.
5
2
J
some real fencing. The Club mem- B-l
threat Saturday.
The Tigers are working hard In
0
5
2
bers have now passed the funda- G-2
Clemson and Auburn will be about evenly matched
their last week of practice in pre0
2
6
mental stage of Fencing and are Band
peration for the mighty Auburn
according to weight both in the line and in the backnow mastering the art. The organTigers this Saturday at Auburn. BeIowa State College short courses
ization is expanding rapidly and
ield. The difference will lie in determination and drive.
cause of Auburn's upsetting late
hopes to present bigger matches in drew a total of 12,502 persons to
If our Tigers go like they did during the first quarter
season victories Clemson will be
the campus last term.
the future.
of the Furman game for the entire time, the vaunted ' the under dog. Auburn has proven
her strength in the last two weeks
Plainsmen will be in for a surprise.
■by defeating two top ranking teams,
A victory this time will definitely be a large feather
L. S. U. and Georgia, Georgia bein our cap.
ing the number one team in the
Marion "Butch" Butler, the big gun in
had been scored by the flashy tailback.
"ROCK'S" BOYS
nation.
Clemson's offense Saturday afternoon, is
This was the first Clemson touchdown
Due to their four defeats in nine
Coach "Rock" Norman's Tiger courtmen are rounding
shown being forced back by a Furman
in the game, and came a few minutes
starts
the
Auburn
Tigers
were
the
into fair form after three weeks of practice. The clever
player, but not until after a touchdown
after the opening kickoff.
under dogs m the Georgia game but
Clemson mentor is drilling his boys hard in order to polish showed early in the game they
a winning combination into shape in time for the starting were determined to win and pushed day game. In the last several games
whistle. Stressing alertness and teamwork, Coach Norman the big Georgia team around all aft- with Clemson, Auburn has come
ALWAYS SERVED AT THE
N. E. MARCUM
is trying to fit his best men into a quintet that can meet ernoon. The 27 to 13 victory was out on the big end of the score;
classed as an upset, but to many last year by 21 to 7 but the ClemJEWELER
conference opposition.
who saw the power of the Auburn sons, inspired by their Furman vicLanky "Stick" Riley has been handling the pivot
GIFTS THAT LAST
team it was not a surprise.
tory, are determined to do their utClemson will have to stop two of most to turn the tide this year.
duties so far. Alternate captain Walter Sears, regular
EASLEY,
SOUTH CAROLINA
the South's best backs, Mcnk Gafguard, remains in his first team spot, and Bob Moise
ford and Jim Reynolds, running behas been shifted from forward to fill the other guard
hind a fast and powerful line, to
An estimated total of 55 million
post. Frank Hill, letterman forward of last season,
check the Plainsman who will be dollars was spent in Mexico by
playing their annual home coming American travelers during 1941.
and Wes Freeny, utility man from last year's squad,
are working out in the forward positions.
There will doubtless be several changes in the lineups
before the regular season rolls around since there are' a
good many sophomores on the squad who haven't been able
YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
to show their ability as yet. Also there will be a few gndsters reporting for practice after the Auburn game.
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST
GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN
This year's Homecoming was different from those
—ATof other years in the conspicuous absence of many old
timers and recent grads who would certainly have been
here but for the war. We know that the absent men
were here in spirit, but that didn't take their place.
MAKE YOUR SELECTION NOW — WE WILL HOLD ANY ARTICLE YOU SELECT
Our only compensation was the fact that we knew
FOR YOU—
*
they were in some branch of the service, and from
all reports, were doing a swell job of carrying ClemALL PRICES TAX INCLUDED
son's name and fame to the corners of the world.
Anderson,
South
Carolina
For you men who couldn't be here, we sang your
EXPANSION BRACELETS
COMPACTS
service songs for you. We sang Auld Lang Syne for you,
$2.20
$2.75
$3.30 $4.95 $5.50
and of course, the Alma Mater. But most pleasant of all,
$5.50
$9.90
$10.45
we whipped Furman!
Beautiful Designs in Silver, Gold, Pearl
PLATOON LOOKED GOOD
The Senior Platoon put on a topnotch drill for everyWHEN COLD WEATHER COMES BE
OTHER BRACELETS
COMBINATION SET
body during halftime. Hitting their pivots and obliques
PREPARED!
$2.75
$3.85
$4.95
$5.50
Expansion Bracelet and Necklace
with split-second precision, the platoon made its best imPLAID AND FUR-LINED GLOVES
pression of the year before the corps. Leader Lang Ligon
$14.40
NECKLACES
$3.30
and each man in the platoon has and deserves the plaudits
of the corps. Our Senior Platoon is without a doubt one
COMBINATION SET
$4.40 $4.95 $5.50
LOCKETS
of the college's best advertisements, and the fact that they
Necklace and Bracelet or Compact
are able to perform before the large crowds that assemble
$6 60
$7.05
$8.25
in football stadiums of the nation makes them all the more
—ALSO—
PINS
potent.
SOFT KNIT BLANKETS
Cross Rifles
$1.65
$.275
A FEW GOOD WRIST WATCHES
It was a grand finale, and we appreciate the extra
hours of effort you men have put into making the platoon
IN STOCK
Diamond Shape Pins
$5.50
what it is.
LADIESMEN'S
ODDS 'N' ENDS: Andy Dellastatious, baseball letDiamond
Shape
with
"C"
$9.90
$25.00
to
$35.00
$25.00
to $35.00
terman and member of last year's class, was on the campus
for the festivities. Andy is not in the Army; has a job in
COTYS—CARA NOME TOILET SETS
$2.75 to $10.00
Washington, D. C
Sports editor of last year, Larry Coker, was also a welcome guest to the campus over the weekend. Coker is now an instructor in motor maintenance at
Fort Benning
The Byers-to-Clark passing combination
came through again while the blue chips were down. Little
Monty wound up his pitching arm and chunked another
touchdown pass to Chip Clark to win the Furman game.
It was reminiscent of the slick scoring pass that the
sophomore twosome pulled in the Tigers vain effort to take
N. C. State's Wolfpack in Charlotte
Russ "Wahoo"
Abee, basketball letterman of two seasons ago, was here
also. Abee is not in the service as yet
Dewey Proctor,
heart and soul of Furman's scrappy grid team was limited
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner
to a net gain of nineteen yards on the ground by the hard
THE OFFICIAL COLLEGE BOOK AND SUPPLY STORE
charging Bengal forward wall and was the goat of the
CLEMSON, S. C.
PHONE
4311
fumble that cost the Baptists the game, but the big back
impressed this writer.

COOD SANDWICHES AND
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Colonel Dan Edwards To Speak
i College Auditorium Friday

New Honorary Cadet Colonel
To Be Chosen At Annual
Military Dance Series Dec. 12

Addressed Cadets In Larry Coker Is Now
Chapel 2 Weeks Ago Stationed At Benning
Colonel Dan Edwards, newspaper correspondent and hero of
World War 1, who addressed the
cadet corps in chapel two weeks
ago, will return to the campus tomorrow and will speak in the cql|lege auditorium at 6:45 p. m.
Colonel Edwards has come back
to Clemson at the request of the
cadets. He will devote his talk
tonight solely on his experiences in
the last war.
Colonel Edwards is a graduate of
Texas A. & M., he has participated
actively in nine wars, is holder of
the Distinguished Service Cross,
the coveted Congressional Medal of
Honor, and eight-one other decorations, He has been wounded in
action fifty-five times.
This return trip is made possible
through the contribution of the
students.

jungaleers Will
Furnish Music
For Dance Set
Junior Officers Will
Present Traditional
Military Ceremony

Ray Herbeck, leader of the band that plays "Music
With Romance" that was here for the dance last weekend, and Bonner Manly, director of college radio publicity, are shown here at the Furman game Saturday.
Herbeck is shown quenching his thirst with a bottle
of pop.

Here are the approximately twelve hundred boys who
turend out for the big pep meeting held in the amphitheater Friday night really "whooping it up." A shirt
tail parade followed the pep meeting.

The sponsors for the annual Furman game
last Saturday are here shown as they
watched the Clemson Tiger knock the
wind out of the Huricane last Saturday.
They are Doe Picklesimer, for Alternate
Captain Hawk Craig, Mary Caroline

With the good taste of Autumn
Ball still lingering, Clemson dancegoers are already limbering up for
the annual Military Ball—the affair honoring Clemson's military
big shots.
Big event of the week-end, which
incidentally is the week-end of
December 12, will be the selection
of an honorary cadet colonel to
succeed Miss Wylene Poole of
Clemson as the sweetheart of the
corps.
The honorary colonel will be selected from the dates of the seventeen Scabbard and Blade members by a committee to be selected from the faculty, Russell McRae, captain of the local company
of Scabbard and Blade, said.
Playing for the dances will be
Clemson's own dance band, the
Jungaleers. The dance series will
consist of a set of three dances, a
formal Friday night, a Saturday
afternoon tea dance, and a semiformal Saturday night.
High ranking juniors in the military organization will present the
traditional blade ceremony for the
grand march and will form' the
arch of blades for the new colonel.
The new colonel will be presented with a plaque and a pair of silver eagles.
Other honorary colonels in the
last few years have been Miss Peggy Williams, Miss Pet Dargan, Miss
Nancy Gilder Coleman, and Miss
Angeline C. Towill. Miss Towill resigned her commission last year to
marry, and Miss Wylene Poole was
selected to replace her.

Over
two thousand
Clemson
alumni attended Homecoming Day
here last Saturday and saw their
Alma Mater march for the sixth
consecutive year to a victory over
Furman University by a score of
12-7.
Alumni Secretary Jake Woodward has termed this the most
successful Alumni
meeting
in
years.
Frank Kolb, of Columbia, national president of the Clemson Alumi Corporation, was unable to be
here for the alumni meeting. Captain J. D. Harcombe, mess officer,
served luncheon to more than 300
graduates in the field house at
noon Saturday. Guests
included
Governor and Mrs. R. M. Jeffer-

STOP AT THE

Elite Cafe
ANDERSON, S. C.

ies, Dr. D. W. Daniel, dean emeritus of the school of general science,
Senator George Warren, agriculture '08 of Hampton County, and
Representative Winchester Smith
of Barnwell County.

WHY?
The Clemson College Laundry
GET YOUR CHRISTMAS
JEWELRY AT

STEAK HOUSE
Greenville, S. C.

Ex-Quartermaster
Of Clemson Dia&
Harry A. Sloan, former quartermaster at Clemson, died at his
home in Pendleton Saturday afternoon after a brief illness.
Mr. Sloan was the son of the
late Dr. P. H. E. Sloan, the first
treasurer of Clemson College. He
had lived most of his life in Pendleton, and at the time of his
death was a retired peace officer.

THE COLLEGE CAFE

didn't cherish the very thought of
a pause with Coca-Cola. That
goes for workers in fac-

_AND—

tories, too. Ice-cold Coke
is something more than
the drink that answers

ANDWICH SHOP

thirst. It adds the feel of
refreshment.
"In war, Uncle Sam restricts the supply. But

Where Good Food Is
Always Served!

CLEMSON CADETS ALWAYS
WELCOME AT

there's still enough for

plus tax.

many refreshing pauses."
BOTTIED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

OCA

LOLA

BOTTLING

K.. HOOVER Mtt.

COMPANY

ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

Army Officers Uniforms

MAYFAIR GRILL

- - - CARRIED IN STOCK
We are outfitting large numbers of reserve officers who
are entering Active Service

Make This Your Headquarters While

HEYWARD IVIAHON CO.

You Are In Anderson, S. C.

GREENVILLE,

SOUTH CAROLINA

COME TO THE

Bowl At
CLEMSON ALLEYS
7 Regulation Alleys

GOOD
WHOLESOME
MEALS

Bowling is the best indoor sport in the
world. It is a sport every college studentmay continue after he has finished college to keep physically fit.

THAT ARE

GET THE BOWLING HABIT

HORSE
COOKED
W. C. Hanna, Prop.

ANDERSON, S. C.

CHARLIE'S

"I never saw a fighting man who

BRANDON TO SPEAK
Professor T. E. Brandon, of the
modern language department, will
speak to the Inter-church Auxiliary Monday afternoon at four
o'clock in the Baptist Church club
room. His talk will be on Latin
America.
Professor Brandon spoke last
Sunday to the Mission Study group
at the Methodist Church.

—FOR—

BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

—Visit—

AT THE

Vespers Presented
By Carolina U.

SLEMSON
COFFEE
SHOPPE

Clemson's 2,300 Cadets Cut A Clean
Figure . . .

GOOD STEAK

CADETS ALOYS WELCOME

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Tests have proven that we have the most durable
uniforms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

When You Are Really
Hungry For A

Junior Class minstrel, which he wrote
and directed. He was co-starred with
Sgt. K. R. Helton and Sgt. W. T. Davis,
interlocutor.

Woodward Terms Homecoming Day
The Greatest Success In Years

A deputation team from the University of South Carolina presented a candlelight service at Vespers last Sunday before approximately twelve hundred members
of the cadet corps.
The program was presented by
Mrs. "Dink" Gaines Ferguson, Miss
Sara Flynn, Miss Joyce Hetzel,
Sam Roach, with Miss Marie Hodges and Miss Polly Tillingin furnishing the music.

Willey, for Harold Pierce, Mrs. Johnny
Sweatte, for Johnny Sweatte, Miss Martha Jean Wright, for Captain Charlie
Wright, Miss Virginia Mitchell, for Jack
Mitchell, senior manager, Mrs. Claude
RothelL Jr., for Claude Rothell, and Mrs.
John Cagle, for John Cagle.

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND
COMPANY

Major F. B. Farr, who left Clem,son for
active duty Sunday, is here shown in a
typical vaudeville pose. Farr made his
final appearance before the corps in the

Lt. Larry W. Coker, general science '42 formerly of Turberville, is
now stationed at Port Benning, Ga.
He is instructor in motor maintenance.

Bowl For Healthful Recreation.

NEW PINS

NEW BALLS

E, D. KAY, Mgr.

VISITORS AND CLEMSON FOLKS ARE WELCOME AT THE CLEMSON Y
CAPTAIN CULLER WRITES FROM INDIA: "I saw copy of Clemson Y news
letter addressed to Lt. Mack Watson, who is now in India with me." And so it
goes men in all parts of the world are getting bits of Clemson news.
Send names and correct address of Clemson men in the service to the Clemson
Y. We will be glad to send them news and an occasional copy of The Tiger.
Note. STUDENTS AND CAMPUS FOLK. You are invited to hear the Glee Club
of Woman's College, Furman University at the College chapel Saturday, Nov.
28, 8:15 P. M. Sponsored by Clemson Glee Club and the Clemson YMCA AND
JUNIOR COUNCIL.
Nov. 29—Vespers Sunday, 2:00 and 6:00, musical programs by Woman's
College of Furman University.
Reels: "The Spirit of West Point," "The Lure of the Surf," "America's
Battle," News , Popular Science.
Nov. 26-27—"Iceland," Sonja Henie. Nov. 26—"Confirm or Deny", J.
Bennet.
Nov. 27-28—"Beyond The Blue Horizon," Dorothy Lamour.
Nov. 30—Dec. 1—"Private Buckaroo," a musical with Harry James and
Orchestra, Also the Andrews.
Nov. 30—"St. Louis Blues", Lloyd Nolan, Dorothy Lamour.
Dec. 1—"Sun Valley Serenade."

STONE BROTHERS
COAAPANY.

INC.

Dec. 2 and Aft. 3—"Remember The Day," Claudette Colbert.
Dec. 3-4—"This Way Please," Betty Grable, Fibber and Molly.

Complete Outfitters To Men, Young Men
And Students

26 S. Main St
Greenville, S. C.
AN INVESTMENT IN GOOD APPEARANCE

Dec. 2-3—"Miss Annie Rooney," Shirley Temple.

108 N. Main Street

Greenville, S. C.

Dec. 5—"Man At Large," Marjorie Weaver, also "Arise My Love,"
Claudette Colbert.
Coming—"Springtime in the Rockies," John Payne and Betty Grable,
"Henry Aldrich Editor," "My Sister Eileen," "Tales of Manhattan."

